FOSC-350C
FOSC in-line gel-sealed closure
The FOSC-350C in-line closure is a sealed
fiber optic splice closure designed for cable
joint applications in the telecom outside
plant network. The closure is suitable for
deployment in aerial, underground or direct
buried environments.
Suitable for housing up to 96 splices, the
closure comes complete with mass splicing
trays and cable attachment devices.
Sealing is achieved via built-in gel
technology,
resulting
in
extremely
convenient re-entry and re-sealing.

The FOSC-350C has the following features:
♦
♦

In-line design
2 cable ports at each side, multi-port kit
options available on request

♦

Suitable for aerial, underground and
direct buried applications

♦

Compatible with most existing cable
constructions

♦
♦

Gel-sealing
Easy re-entry and re-closure mechanism
with latches

♦
♦

High density
Suitable for cut-loop applications.
Seals for uncut loop applications are
under development

Dimensions and capacities
Length(mm)

368

Width(mm)

182

Height(mm)

106

Number of splices

96

Cable range(mm)

10~25

Number of cable port

2+2

Ordering information
FOSC - 350C - XX - X - X X X
Tray type
24

Mounting Kit

for 24 stacked SMOUVs (45mm) *

0 no mounting kit

12 thin tray for 12 SMOUVs

1 aerial mounting kit

A24 for 24 ANTs

2

wall mounting kit

Number of trays
Branch off

1~4 (for type 24)
1~8 (for type 12)

0 no branch off

Number of SMOUV included

(Includes 2 cable seals for main cable)

0 0

4 48

1 one branch

1 12

5 60

2 two branch

2 24

6 72

3 36

8 96

* 60 mm SMOUV on request possible
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